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1. h’RODCCTIOX 
In a paper on relativistic gravitational fields [l] the second-named author has 
shown that a nonlinear differential equation which can be expressed in the form 
is satisfied by the function 
where .4 is the n’th order persymmetric determinant 
.dI1 1s the cofactor of a,, and c is an arbitrary constant. :,!I,, .: I when n - :. 
Before this paper appeared very little of substance had been published on the 
derivatives of determinants in which the elements are functions of a single 
variable. Cosgrove [2], working in a r&ted field, has come across a differentia! 
equation which can be transformed into (I. 1). 
‘I’he object of this paper is to present several new theorems on the derivatives 
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600 VEIS AND DALI' 
of determinants, to apply some of them to the solution of (1.1) and to another 
equation related to it, to generalist earlier results and to find new solutions to old 
problems. 
The following elementary theorems arc presented without proof. For any 
n’th order determinant A, 
il uitJli, 7 6iJ 
where 6ij is the Kroneckcr delta function: 
Let 
sij 7: 1, i=j 
1 0, i :/. j 
R ‘a 
A’ - c C a&A, 
xl-1 p= 1 
B* = R/A 
Bij - AJA 
then the last two formulae become 
B* =xxa&B,, 
P ‘1 
For all symmetric determinants, 
(2.1) 
(2.2) 
(2.3) 
(2.4) 
(2.5) 
(2.6) 
(i I j ‘- c) Bij = C C (p -+ q + C) u,,B,~B~~ (2.7) 
P r, 
Blj --_ - c 2 a.&B,,B,, . (2.8) 
P P 
In all sums p, q : I, 2 ,..., n. Equation (2.7) is a simple gencralisation of Eqn. 
(38) of Dale [l], (2.8) . IS CC uivalent b 1 to (37) in that paper. 
A set of four double-sum formulae is completed by the following result: 
THEOREM 1. For all symnhetric determinants of order n, 
5 T (p -’ q -f c) a,,,B,, =. n(n + 1 -j- c). 
‘I’he result fOll0WS. 
In an cariier paper [3] the first-nanred author proved a !cmma on cycitc: 
dislocations in determinants. Zeitlin [4j p ointed out that this !cmma is a special 
case of a mow general thcorcm on permutation operators due to Deruyts (see 
\,iuir [c;l) and gave a further generalisation of it. See also ‘I’mhan [5]. The 
following theorem is also a gencralisation but in a different fortn. First we 
establish a useful notation. 
Ikfinc column vectors Cj , Cjv as follows: 
(3.1) 
(3.2) 
where the element a,: is a linear combination of all the elements in C, csccpt Q’, , 
the coeficicnts hj,. being independent ofj but othcrwisc arbitrari-. 
67; = f (I - S,,.) A,$,, . 
r=l 
-An arbitrary Jetcrminant 
may hc expressed in the column notation 
(3.3j 
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x A C C hi,.( 1 - S,?) Si, 
i r 
= 0. 
A pure cyclic dislocation of Cj may be achieved by defining the coefficients Xii 
by the zero-axial matrix 
in which case the factor (1 - S,,) in the definition of a$ is superfluous. A 
modified cyclic dislocation in which the uppermost element of CT is replaced 
by zero is of particular importance and may be achieved by replacing the isolated 
1 at the intersection of row 1 and column 71 by 0. Another important case is that 
in which the l’s in both row I and row 2 are replaced by 0’s. Yet another is 
[hij] =: 
0 I I 
I 0 I 
20 I 
3 0 I 
_ _ _ _ -I- - - - .-. - - 
I 0 I 
I n-1 0 
The infinite form Q of this matrix has arisen in an independent context (see 
Vein [g]). 
4. A DETERMIICANTAL F~RMUL.A FOR 0” (Or@ II,” . ..) 
It is rcquircd to find a determinantal formula for IP(Br@$t ..,), (D l: d/&z) in 
terms of D”‘B, IF+, I>“‘# ..., m :-- I, 2,..., n. This is a generalisation of an 
earlier result (Vein [3]). 
Consider the particular form of C,? in which the elements of C; are dislocated 
one place downwards leaving the uppermost position \-acant, i.e. 
CT L = [O a,, a,, u3j ... a, J. 
Let 
I1 -. --vy'y'iy L. -@)gJ)' 
and construct an Tz’th order recurrent determinant -4, in which the first row is 
R, ;. [u u’ U” Urn . . lLr/i--l,] 
and the first column is 
so that 
c, -.. [u a 0 0 . .’ 01’ 
CT : .z [O u z’ 0 .. . 01’ 
and the remaining elements in the remaining columns are found from thi 
recurrence relation 
‘The general clement is 
!,et its cofactor be I$:‘. 
6) 
(ii) 
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Prooffor II : 4. 
A, --: 1 1 c,c,c, 
llg 1 - 1 c,c*c, 1 
there being three elements in each column. 
A$ : HZ) .: 1 c;c,c3 ! -I- ! c,c;c, 1 -‘- 1 c&c; / - c,c,c; 1 
= i(C; - C,) C,C, I --;- 1 C,(C, - C,) C, 1 + 1 C,C2(C3’-- (;;)I 
-- - 1 C;C,C, / - ) C,CzC3 1 - j C,CJ.f / 
-0 
bv Theorem 2. Hence 
B(4) _ -A’ 
13 3’ 
Expanding -4,, by the two elements in row 4, 
A, -7 (ld $ 3v’) ,4, 2 2B.g 
= -v/l; - (I( -1 3a’) A, 
=-z, A;.;- 
[ (’ 
L-- 3v’ A Y 2; ! 3 1 
YA3 
D ( 1 
_- -- 
V3 
= +p (2$) 
=- p J-4 
t-1 v 
(A, = u .._ --“y’;y) 
.-= D’(y). 
Hence 
A 
.a 
__ '-1"D"(Y) -- . 
Y 
The proof for general values of n follows the same pattern. Put 
y -: I~‘c$%/~ ..* (r, S, t,... constant) 
so :ha1 
This formula can be applied to express orthogonal polynomiais in cieterminanta; 
form by means of their Rodrigucs formulae. This and similar problems have 
received the attention of Pandres [9], RGsler [IO], Yahpa [l I], Stein, Henry and 
King [ 121, Schleusncr and Singhal [ 131, and Frost and Sackfield 1271. 
‘I’hc generalized Laguerrc polynomials are defined by 
Hence choose 
so that 
I- 
1 
1 --n---Y 2 
X A-&2-71- Y 
X 
--.---_-- ---._---_-- --... --.----...-. _- 
r-2-a II .- I 
s x - I - s :)- 
Par&es’ determinant for L:‘(x) contains (n ,- I) diagonals but can be reduced ro 
this continuant by clemcntary operations. 
The IIermite polynomials arc dcfmed by 
I/ ( 11 x ) ; -F-1)” ll’l(e-Lej. 
e-22 
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u=2x 
2x 2 I 
1 2x 4 
I 
I 
H,(x) = l 2x 6 I ---------_,-------_- 
j 2x 2(n-1) 
I 1 2x n 
The determinant A, defined by -Muir [7, p. 563-J can be identified as H, . It is 
one of the few examples in this encyclopaedic work involving the derivative of a 
determinant. Pandres’ determinant is similar. 
Continuant determinantal forms can easily be found for the Jacobi poly- 
nomials. 
,(u,p’(x) _ (x’ - 1)” D”[(x - l)n’-lr (x + JFI 
n 2%! (x - l)n+a (X + 1)nl-a * 
The parameters are 
v=l--X2 
If WC: rc-define CF as follows: 
c; = [O 0 au a,j *** anJ 
then 
u u1 u” u”’ . . . u(R-I) 
v v’ V“ v’” . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
v 2v’ 3v” . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
A, = v 3v’ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
V . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
v (n-1)zJ’ 
The general element in rows 2, 3,... II is 
n 
flip = 
j- 1 
t 1 i-2 
v:'(i+l-i) 
DETERXIIN,ISTS 
?'HEORE?;I [see Muir [a, p. 7031. 
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Proof for n =- 4. As before 
B(4) _ _ 9’ 
43 A 3 
where the symbols have new meanings. 
A, - 3v’A, - aA; 
3, ._ .’ 
v4 -- ( 
A3 
v3 
3v’ /j 
--7 3 
C-Y - D (A) 
v3 
(A, :=- uj 
= --OS ($) . 
The proof for general values of tl follows the same pattern. 
5. APPELL POLYNOMIALS AND F~MXIOXS 
Appel polynomials &(x) may be defined by means of the generating function 
relation 
(j.!) 
and satisfy the recurrence relation 
4x4 = @h-1(4, ?tl -= 1, 2, 3 ,.‘.. i5.2) 
Modern papers on these polynomials and their generalisations include Carlson 
1141, Anderson [ 151 and Carlitz [28]. I n a paper on determinants with hyper- 
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geometric elements, Burchnall [ 
+,, , +!J” are constants and 
‘I 6J proved that, if& , &,! each satisfy (5.2) where 
then em also satisfies (5.2) and 0, is constant. 
The recurrence relation (5.2) is satisfied by the polynomial 
(5.3) 
(q. constant), a solution which corresponds to the generating function 
(5.4) 
?‘I IEOREM. The nwst general Taylor series solution of the recusrence relation 
(5.2) which is calid in the neighbourhood of the origin is expressible in the form 
n-oof. 
i<m 
IP&(x) = m! $$(x) (5.5) 
I!P-~~~~(x) = m! D&+,(x). 
The Taylor series for anI valid in the ncighbourhood of the origin is 
x”D’+,(o) -- 
i! 
whet-c .Y? .- 6,.(O). It remains to show that the second sum is esprcssibie :IS an 
integral. Let 
~l’hcn 
f(0) -:f’(()) .=.f”(()) -- ..’ --.“w “(0) :7 0 (j.?,) 
and, from (5.5), 
f’““‘(x) =: 112!&)(x). :X3) 
-1ppiying the Iqlace transform to (5.8) with the initiai conditions (5.7) WC get 
f(s) -- d;,,(s) (?n!s-1”). 
In\erting 1,~ means of the convolution theorem, 
‘l’hc xsulr follows from (5.6). 
COROLLARY. &(x) is a polynomid if and onbf if +J~(.IZ) is n polynov~ial. 
Geronimus [ 17, 181 has applied solutions of (5.2) of the form 
(1)&g =.: [; $(L) (x -- l)“i di (5.10) 
to a study of a pcrsymnletric dctcrminant whose elements are Appell poiy- 
nomials. h related investigation is given in Section 7 lxlo~v. 
liecurrencc relations of the form 
&,(x) = S+l,,-I(xj (5.11) 
arc sat&A b! &,,[j’(s)} 4 u we {J,,,(x) satisfies (5.2) and I*’ = j’. 
In Section 8 below advantage is taken of the fact that a simple multip!e of an!- 
!,cgendrc function satisfies (5.1 I). 
A pcrs;mmctric determinant is one in which ai, is a function of i :- ; 50 th,r. 
all elements in any one sub-diagonal parallel to the secondary diagonal arc equal. 
‘1’~ notations are useful, each more convenient than the other in a particuklr 
context. 
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A = 1 In, a,j i,j = I, 2, 3,..., 11, 
=I4mI*9 m = 0, 1, 2 ,..., (2n - 2) 
where 
Every purely algebraic property of these determinants known in 1928 is given 
by Muir [7, pp. 419-4421. Cusick [25] h as made a study of identities involving 
powers of persymmetric determinants. 
7. THE DERIVATIVES OF PERSYMMETRIC DETERMINANTS 
WITH APPELL FUSCTION ELEMENTS 
The next group of theorems concern determinants of orders 4, 5. All can be 
generalized to determinants of orders IE, n + 1 though both statements and 
proofs may be long. 
Let 
Ck = r+k &+I 4lc+2 #+31=~ k = 0, I, 2,... 
c,* = [O $bk 24+,., 34,J, h = 0, 1, 2,... 
@ = [& 0 0 OIT 
where & is a solution of the recurrence relation (5.1 I). 
Ck = F(KC,-, + Ck”)’ k = 1, 2, 3,.... 
The proofs are elementary. Let 
u,= Id%lIn 
v-= r;,, with cofactors Vii 
A = U4 =- vs, = / c, c, c, c, 1 
Y = I/,, = VI5 = 1 c, c, c, c, 1 
2 == v,, = 1 cz c, c, c, 
.-l’ = : (@ + FC,*) C, C, C, ; $ F 1 C, (C,, -r C;) C, C, 
;-FiC,, c, (2C,-+$) C,J 4-E’ 1 c, Cl c, (3C, -+ c;, j 
: : CD C, C, C, ) )-F i 1 C,, .** c; -.. C, ! 7 3 zero determinants 
P=l 
-- (D c, c, c, 1 
by Theorem 2. The result follows. The proof for general values of n follows the 
same pattern. 
~:OiN~J.lAJ~Y. If (bO == constant then d’ _- 0 and .4 is independetlt of’ x. 
rl’hcre are a number of interesting illustrations of this result. If 
b,. , c,. independent of x, k arbitrary, then 6,,, satisfies the recurrence relation vxt:r 
F .-=f ‘, 
(b. = f lf,.C,. = COI1St;lnt 
r-1 
so that .,-I is independent of x. 
A particular cast of this function, viz. the pol!,nomial 
has been applied (Dale [I]) to the solution of the nonlinear differential quatic):! 
(i .l). ‘I,,, := s -L c so that A is indepcndcnt of [. See also Section 12. 
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Contrasting illustrations are provided by the case 
0,. x J-1 == exp[2ri(r -. 1)/K], r=1,2 h ,..., , 
the k complex roots of unity for, as is well-known, 
‘The polynomial 
1 
Cm(x) = qnz + ,) --- [(x + b -:- quil $. (+ ..;- ,p1-1 + w2(x $ w2cp-l] 
where k -z 3, 1 -! w $ UP == 0, w2 = W, is real when x is real, satisfies the 
recurrence relation and &, 5 b/3. Similarly, the polynomial 
1 
MX) = 3(” _( 1) -- [(x ..; h + c)“il + + A &)m+l ..I 4x -{- wc)“+l] 
is real when x is real, satisfies the recurrence relation and 4s = h/3 -t c. Ilence 
in both cases A is independent of X. On the other hand the real polynomial 
1 
~nJx) = 3(m-Ll)(m‘-1--2) [(x -+ c)‘” ’ 2 -I- d(x + c&y=+2 $ w(x $ o&)7,1+2] 
also satisfies the recurrence relation but 4s = cx. Hence 
A’ = CA,, . 
THEOREM 5. If 4; = tr~F$,,,-~ then 
(a) V& := -F(iV,+l,, +-- Viz), i = 1, 2 ,..., 5. 
(b) V,l, = (-l)i+j&(V,,)ll - F(iJf,-,~i +jV,.j,,), i,j : 
where Vji = Vii; Vjj -: 0, i, j > 5. 
(c) Y’ = Vi1 = -FV,, . 
Proof of a particular case of (a). 
51 42 43 44 
J/ = 42 63 $4 $5 
31 44 45 43 47 
’ cofactors Wfj 
$5 43 9% 43 
2, 3, 4, 5. 
where the suffixes in the columns are not consecutive so that the column notation 
DETERMISASTS 513 
!s tinusable without modification. Differentiating 51 collumns and performmg 
elementary column operations, 
I 40 9% 43 $4 I 
‘I’he second and fourth sums are zero 
nantal form, 
do 42 da 44 
r/;,y I 41 43 44 43 .z: 
43 A 46 $7 
44 94 $7 4% 
= - I’,, -. 3v*, 
Thus 
Expressing the other two in dcterm:. 
J/-i, := Jf’ - -]?(3V,, .!- :i 
13 - I 91 ) 
The proof of(b) follows a similar pattern. The proof’ of(c) is similar to thar or’ 
Theorem 4. 
C‘OROLLhRY. IfQo :.= constant 
Vij = --F(iVi+,,j +jV< ,,., ,), i,-j --- 1, 2 ,..., 5. 
then F =- ! and 
D”(Y) =: nyv,l) =. (-l)“r!V5,,.-,. Y 1: !, 2, 3? 4. 
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LyY) = 4! A 
D”(Y) = 0, r>4 
so that Y is, surprisingly, a polynomial of degree not exceeding 4. The proofs are 
elementary and follow from the corollary to Theorem 5. 
THEORISM 7. If 
then 
Then 
Y(0) - 1 K, K, K, K,, I . 
From Theorem 6, 
DY(O)= l!lK, K, K3 K4[ 
DY(0) .2! 1 K, K] K3 & 1 
PY(0) = 3! 1 K, K, K, l-c4 1 
PY(0) = 4! 1 K” K, K, K3 1 
D”Y(0) :: 0, i- > 4. 
The result follows from ‘Taylor’s theorem. 
THEOREM 8. If 
then 
771 
D’(Z) = (-1y Y! 1 v<,rt+i 
i-l 
w&e I/;, -7: 0, i, j > 5. The sum is that of the cofactors of ~11 (he elements in one 
s&diagonal parallel to the secondary diagonal of I'. 
Proof. Putting F = 1 in the corollary to Theorem 5, 
D(Z) = D( V,,) = -( vzl + V,,) 
0y.q = 2!(V,, “r I/i2 ;- T/,,). 
The formula is therefore known to be true for small values of Y. Differentiating 
it again, 
Pi1 
lY+l(Z) := (-l)r.+l Y! C {iVi+1,,.i.2--i j (r + 2 -- i) T/.i,r.;.8. i> 
i=l 
[ 
r+1 T-71 
E (-l)El y! (Y + 2) 1 vi.r+S-i f 2 i(vi+l.r7b--i - r’f,w3-i)] 
1 1 
r-1-2 
= (-l)‘+-’ (Y -/- l)! C Vi r+a-s .
1 
‘l’hc result follows. 
COROLLARIES. 
D(Z) = S! 1fs5 = S! id 
Lqz) == 0, y>e 
so that Z is a polynomial of degree not exceeding 8 which is the same as that 01. & 
the element in Z zkth the highest degree. 
Christian0 and Hall [23] have found a formula analogous to the multinomiai 
theorem for the n’th derivative of an arbitrary determinant. 
+05);54/2-20 
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then Z satisfies the linear dr3rferentiaI equatiorl 
i (-1)“cbwP*+w = o 
m=a ??l! 
Proof. $0 = (Yg , c#;, L= 0 so that from the corollary to l’heorem 4, V’ I= 0. 
Hence from (2.2), 
Sum by diagonals, a natural method for a persymmetric determinant, and use 
Theorem 8. 
$qv,, + Vl2) i &(V,, + v,, $ Vn) + **. + &(Vj.j + V,,) $ gvs, -- 0 
i (- 1)‘““&JP(2) ~ o* 
I 
1 m. 
The result follows from the recurrence relation (5.2). 
THEOREM 10. If 
then 
. 1 ---I’ $9 -9 xl 
1 'YO a 1 a2 % a4 
% = 1 c2 c, c, cs / = - -t2 1: 11 2 
---x3 ‘y3 a, as 
;; 2 . 
6 
(Ys a, 
x4 a4 %.S % % “8 6 
Proof. Expanding the determinant by elements of row 1, 
- Vll(0) + x{V2,(0) + Tr,,(O)} - x2{ V&O) -r V&O) -;- V/,,(O)} i- ..a - aRV&O) 
X2 
= --z(O) - ;- Z'(0) - y- Z"(0) - . . . - $2 S'(O) 
I= -2 
since Z is a polynomial of degree not cxcceding 8. 
5i 7 
Genera!isations are possible without increasing the order of the dererminan:s. 
For example, if 0 is a constant, not necessarily aA integer, and 
CT;, = (k . u) c,-, : c; ) k = !, 2, 3,.. 
r;;; z - (j -i- U) V5.j.; 1 
r)"( 1') = (-I)' (1 -;- n), v3,,.+ ) !. -: 0, 1: ..: 4 
!I,‘( Y) = (1 + (ol A. 
Let 
11> WIIUL i ,~ is any iqcndre function satisfying the recurrcnw reiationa 
(r’ -,- 1) P,i.l -= (211 - -- !I XP, -- IIP,‘_, (8. 8 \ 
(I .-- y”) .r;,-, == ?Z(XP,-, - P,) (X.2) 
(1 -- .X2) P:, = “(P,-, - XP,,) (X.?) 
Ijcckcnlxwh ct a! . ~191 have proved the following wsu!t: 
rz(n + 1) 3,” = 2(qJ2. 
‘l’hc following matrix proof is basically the same as I3eckcnbxh’s but is nw c 
;oncisc and incidentally reveals some underlying symmetries in the alCgebra 
xc eqliations (1(.8), (8.16) below. 
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From (8.1), 
(n -;- 1) A,, --I -nP;-, -j- (2n + 1) xP,-,P, - (n f 1) P,? 
(8.4) 
= PJll,,P 
where 
and 1’ denotes the transpose. IV, is not unique. 
From (8.2), (8.3), 
that is 
(1 -%qP’=n@ G3.5) 
(1 - X2) (i"')' = nPTQT (8.6) 
where 
Differentiate (8.4) and use (8.5), (8.6). 
(n + 1) A:, = (Pr)’ MOP + P:ylP -/- PTM,P’ 
(n-(.l)(l-x2)A:,=PrMJ’ 
(8.7) 
where 
Lwl = 1 - (11”; 1) 9 1 
-12x2 1 nx * 
Differentiating (8.7), 
(8.9) (n + 1) (1 - x2) [(l - x2) A;]’ = PTM2P 
From (8.9), (8.7), 
where 
= 2n 
r I -.x 
1 -.U 3.2 1 
iz(n -r 1) (1 -- .X~)~ A; = 2n”[ P,-, 1 --.I ri-',..,l I’J I- v .x* 1 1 P, 1 
= 2?t’(P,#_, - “P,)” 
= ?[(I - 2) I’;)” 
from (8.3). The result follows. 
The derivatives of A, may be expressed in terms of I’,-, I’,, . P,i.,.l JS follows: 
where 
1 1 i 
2( 1 - x’) p’ z sp 
where 
2R.x .- 211 
s:: [. II X -(n 
2(7? -+ 1) I 
- 1 j . 
---2(n + 1) s 
The method is identical with that for second order marrices. 
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Consider the Turanian determinant 
4, cPl.* A,* A,, 
g) = a,i 1 A+2 4r+-3 dG+4 
(bF2 TLt3 (b,+, b-5 
4-3 ?G+, drt.3 ‘ISrt6 
= I c, c,., Cl+2 c,.,,; 
where 
&, :: itzF&,-, 
cg .-- F(kC,-, -I- C,“) 
c: : : [O & 2&,., 344’ 
@’ .L F I (YC,-, -I- C,*) c,.+l CT,,, c,-.+, 1 
+ F i Cr{(Y + 1) C, + CT,?.,} CT+2 C,.+3 /
+ I: ! c, c,+,p + 2) c, I1 -i- c:j 2i c-I.3 I 
t-F’1 c, C,!, Cr+2{(1. -1 3) c, ,.2 -;- c::.,: ! 
r,rl 
--. YF 1 c,.-, c’,,, c, 2 c,,, 1 .I- F 2 1 c, .** c; .-. CrT3, 
P:- 7 
-I- 3 zero determinants 
@’ = YF , c,-, c,: 1 c,+2 C&3 I (8.11) 
b!. ‘l’hcorem 2. Further derivatives can bc found by the same method but there 
appears to be no neat way of expressing the n’th derivative even when I; is 
constant. 
Consider now the more general Turanian determinant 
r+2 p1.+3 
T _ $1 $1 ;;;y cr:; 
r.3 T+J 
P:-f P,-., PI?, p,+, 
(see Karlin and SzegG [21]) .h N ere Pi. is any Legcndrc function satisfying (8.3). 
Put 
<,A, = (x2 - 1)-,/Z P, 
then 
d; = rFq5# -, 
where 
I? = +2 - 1)-W’. 
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IIsing the identity 
we find that 
A foxnula for T’ follows from (8.11). 
\\:hen~=Othen&,=1,@‘=0,@=@(0) 
‘1’ = G(O) (9 - 1)6 
2” = 12@(O) x(x2 - 1)s 
(8.12) 
Gcronimus [18], Heckcnbach et al. [19], Seidel [20], Karlin and Szegii [2!] ani; 
Das [22] have solved this and related problems by other methods. 
9. THE DERIVATIW OF THE HESSK~ERG DE'ITRMI?;ANT 
‘I’he relationship between 6 nl , & is reciprocal. We find 
$1 
1 
i/Jn == (-1)'" p3 
$: :, 1 j 
--------- _.__. --, 
I$:-1 
. . . . . . . . . . . I . 
. . . . . . . . . . . 2; ;, j7( 
;9.q 
(9.3) 
Some algebraic properties of this recurrent determinant are given by Muir :7, 
p. 7101. Insclberg [24] has obtained it explicitly, in terms of the zeros of an 
associated polynomial, as the solution of a difference equation. 
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then 
where F = F(x). 
Proof. we find 
K = -(I + 4FSIo , t/J; = -aFy!J1 , & = (1 - a)F$, ,... 
so that the theorem is known to be true for small values of Ott. Assume it is true 
for m = 1,2, 3,... (~2 - 1). It is required to show that it is also true for m :-.= n. 
From (9. I), 
= -F i [(i -/- a)&&-i + (n - 2 - a - ;> s6i#n-*-iI 
i-l 
= -F(S, +- S, - S,) 
where 
Since i = 11 makes no contribution to either S2 or S3 , 
n-1 n-1 
= C ih4t-1-i + (1 + 4 C 4t9L1-i 
i=O i;-0 
zxz 
S3 
the second sum being zero by (9.2). The result follows. 
COROLLARY 1. The converse is also true us can be seen by putting a = -2 - 6. 
COROLLARY 2. If $h:, = (m - 1) Fc$,,,-~ then #,,, sutisjes the same equation. 
I)E’TEHMISAN’TS 
IO. A NONLINEAR DIFFEREXTIAL EQUATIOIC 
The foliowing proof of the result stated in the introduction is basicaily the 
same as the original (Dale [I]) but differs from it in the application of Theorems 
1, 4 and in the notation. 
i,j == 1, 2 ,...) 12, 
nz L: 0, I ) . . . . (2n - 2), 
where 
Since 
a,, =: (b. == x + c. 
(b,, ;ti mF&,-, , 
Theorem 4 cannot be applied to .il directly. However, if we put 
where 
then 
where 
F :_ (1 .I $2 
and Theorem 4 is applicable to P. 
Using the identity (8.12) we find that 
Hence 
(1 -/- x) A’ := n”A - (c - ‘) -!lri 
(IO.!) 
(10.2) 
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which is equation (36) of Dale [l] an d was originally obtained by differentiating 
functional relationships. In the notation of Section 2, 
(1 i X) B” = TZ* - (C - 1) B, . (10.3) 
Adopt the following abbreviations: 
ai = ; xP-‘BDi (10.4) 
pi z C (-l)pB,i (10.5) 
ap = ; ; (- 1)~ xq-‘B,, 
(10.6) 
where p, q = 1, 2 ,..., n in all sums. 
From (2.7) with c -= - 1, (2.8), (lO.l), 
(i-fj- l)Bij=xx[x p+q-1 & (_ ])P! q c] BpiBqj 
P v 
.= xcytj + c/3,/3, 
Bij = - c 1 x~+*-*B,~B~~ 
P a 
..: -qxj , 
Hence 
In particular 
(II + j - 1) Bii + XB:+ E Cp<flj 
(X-B,;) = +!-“pi) (xylj). 
B;, :=. .-o(~* 
(xB,,)’ = &“. 
:lpplying Theorem 1 with c = --I to (lO.l), 
From (2.6), (lO.i), 
(10.7) 
(10.8) 
(10.9) 
Ditierent:ate anti use (10.7), (10.6), 
(x13”)’ == ccc (- I)~“* Y:,?* 
P ‘( 
:= cy’. 
Eliniinatc R” using (10.3), 
[ 
722x - (c -- 1) XB,, ’ --.- I 4 x 1 =z ,p,? 
which is quivalent to 
pc- l)xR,,-kn’ ’ -___--- 
1 -+ x I 
_-_ --+* 
Hence from ( i0.9) 
Put 
y .=: 4(c - I) xl?,, 
which is equivalent to (I .2), into (10.8)--(10.11). 
(10.10; 
(lO.!i) 
(: ;-47x2) 
I 
-- = -4Cy2 
x 
y‘ = 8c(c - I) l&*//. 
‘rhe lasr four results can be seen to satisfy (1.1). The result hollows. 
K,(m) : j ,-Lv- I 
+z+/-II, 
y 
jl! 2! 3! *.* (12 - l)!J2m!(nt -k I)! (m + 2)! ... (on --). 71 -- I>! 
(m -)- n)! (m 1. n + l)! (m 1 n -; 2)! ... (m -;- 3-n - I)! 
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the cofactors being 
Proof. K,,(m) and Kjl arc both double alternants for which the following 
general formula is known - see Muir [7, p. 348, 4371, Mirsky [26, p. 351: 
I 
I I ---- ai+& 7‘ : - ,,rI/, (aj . 9 
- 
%) (6j - bi)/ fi (ai + bj) 
i.61 
Muir gives the value of K,(O). 
Let 
1 1 1 --.. -- --.. . . . 
m+l m -i- 2 m + 3 
1 1 1 --_-.. - . . . 
m -/- 2 m -I 3 m+4 
C-1) 
1, j *m+i 
. . . 1 -- 
m I.- j m-1 n 
(- ,)Lij x”‘-jil 1 _--_- . . . --.___--- 
m -.: j + 1 m f- 71 + 1 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
1 C-1) n-j x:,7~in bj-1 1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . __- . . . _-.-- 
m. + 71 m-1 n+j- 1 m -I- 211 - 1 n 
j = 1, 2, 3 ,..., n. 
where the elements containing x occur only in columnj, all other elements being 
identical with those in K,(nl). 
Also let 
(xG;,)’ = K,(m) x’Y’,“(x, m) 
Proof. Expanding G,(s, m,j) by elements of columnj, 
n (-l)iij Kijp-i'-i-l 
Hence the theorem is true where 
J)nt-jn(X?‘l+nSr-l) 
-- ,fl (FF- l)! (II .- l)! 
__--- 
’ _ I)777 i n x” i I11 -- 1E -- ’ (m :- n -I)! I ( ) 1 .p ; i-1 i=l m-i-i- 1 
D+~[xn(l -+ .t->“’ ! ‘?--I - a poivnomial of degree 
111 -; n - 11. (11.2j 
The result follows. This theorem with nr =- 0 will be applied in the nest section. 
THE~RERI ! 5. 
where 
ProoJ It follows from the well-known identity 
a11 a12 a,, .** a1n ; 
azl a22 u?J .‘. uen 1 
1 aijx f af,j+l in-1 =. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .._....................... 
an-1.1 a,-,,, an--13 ... 
I 
Qn-1.n / 
i 1 - .z: x2 . . . (-,y)n-.l ifi 
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S&, m) = 
1 1 1 -- ___ _-_ . . . 
?I2 + 1 nz -I 2 m -I- 3 
1 1 1 I -._- __- _-_ . . . 
m-L-2 ??Z -I- 3 m 4 + ii‘-;- 72 7 I 
1 -- 
n2 4- n 
1 1 1 1 ~-- ___ -.-- . . . -.- __.__ 
m -t n - 1 m-:-n m-I-n+ 1 m $ 2n - 2 
1 - Y X2 . . . (_ q-1 
The cofactors of the elements in the last row are identical with those of K,(m). 
SJX, m) = 2 Knj(-x)j 1 
j=l 
The sum is identical with the sum in (11.2). Th e p roof of the first result follows. 
To prove the second put 
m -= -1 - t, 
d d 
&Y=-z* 
It is found that 
~7ll+n-l[p/t+n-l(l + t)?z-1] = I lit I m+i+j-1 - ---- 7 m + 2 -I j I * ,1-, 
The result follows. Other determinantal forms of both multiple derivatives may 
bc found by the method of Section 4. 
satisjies the ftonlinecu difleraltial equatiolc 
for all values of g. IIence, from ‘l’hcorcm 4, d, is indcpendcnt of (. Put 5 ..= 3, 
-x in turn. 
i c( 1 r .y)ili-J .:. (1 _.- c) xfi rj-1 1 
I i -j_ j ..- ] in 
whew 
\\‘c have used the identit\:: 
(- I)+’ a,, I,( =. a,, ,, 
Corresponding cofactors of C’, V arc not, in gcnerai, quai. !~urthcr, 
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Hence from Theorem 4 and (12.1), 
A:, = v’ = vll = c(l + x)i+j+1  (I - c) La-j+1 
is-j-/- 1 
. 
n-1 
Expand A, as a polynomial in c. 
A&, c) = got” $ g,c”-1 -+ g*c”-2 -I- ... + g, 
where g, L- constant, g, = g,(x), 1’ = I, 2, 3 ,..., II 
where 
Cn-l~n(X, c-1) = ‘&c-l f G .r g,c -t- **. -I- gnc" 
G =RI 
G’ - [& {Pld,(x, c-l)}] 
c=o 
= [ c”-1(&(X, c-‘)jll I c-0 
= p-1 
[ I 
c-~(l + q+j+l + (1 _ c-l) &+j+l 
i-/-j+ 1 I 1 n-1 c4 
= E. 
Further, 
;{cn&(x, cc’)} = G + 2g,c -t- 3gj* -t- l -s + ngscn-l 
G = [;{c”d&, c-l)}] 
Cdl 
a 
=- p 
[ I 
+-I + (_ 1 )i+j c-1 
& i+j- 1 II n c=o 
1 l 
1 
T 3- **. 
(-l)l+jxi/j . . . + 
1 
yfl t 3 $ ... 
(-1)*ijxi+l/(j+ 1) . . . & 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
1 1 1 - - . . . 
72 n-j-1 nt2 
*.- (-1) n+j Xj+n-l/( j + n _ 1) 2n-& 
72 
= G&, 0) 
DETERMISANTS 8! 
where G,(x, WZ) is defined in the previous section. 
where, from Theorem 14, 
(XE)’ = (XC) 
= K,P,,2 
P, = P&c, 0) = (n J l)! Dn[x”(l -r .x)“-lj. 
Noting that 
where 
E( - 1 - x) = E(x) 
Pn(-l -x) =(-I)“&, 
it follows that 
Qn = (n ; *>! ~‘W-Y* T .?I 
((1 + x) E)’ := K,Qn’ 
(xE)’ ((1 + x) E}’ -c (KnP,,Qn)‘. 
From the identity 
~D”[x~-~(* i- x)“] ~7 nDit-l[xn(* -+ xp-lj 
it follows that 
(xQ,J’ =: nP, . 
Thus 
[x(1 + x) EJ’ = (1 ‘- x) E -r x[(l x) E]: 
= (1 $ x) E -t- K,xQ,~ 
$(l f x) El” = [(1 + x) E] ‘-.I- Kn(Qn2r 2xQnpX) 
= 2KnQ&Qn) 
= 2nK,P,Q,, . 
The result follows from (12.2). 
r~HEOREhI 17. E satisjks the third order i&ear d@jwentiaL equation 
[x(1 -; x) (x(1 + Lx) E)“]’ = 2?22[(1 2x) E .;- 2.x(1 y- x) E’]. 
(12.2) 
+09,74/z-21 
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Proof. 
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(1 $ x) D[xv”( 1 + x)‘+l] = nD’~-1[xx”-y 1 + x)n] 
[(l + x) P,]’ = n_O, . 
The result follows from relations derived above. 
THEOREM 18. The determinant E of order (n - 1) in Theorem 16 cart be 
expressed as a determinant of order (n + 1) obtained by bordering the constant 
determinant K,(O). 
E = (1 + x)i+i+l - f&j+1 
I i+j+ 1 R-l 
=- 
1 -x x2 -** (-xP-’ 
1 1 l 1 2 ~ . . . 
1 1 ; 
$ 
1 
-x 1 -7 -7 *** n-1- 1 
x2 f $ + . . . 1 
n+2 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
1 (-,)?t-l 4 I 1 . . . - 
n+l n+2 2?l- 1 
Proof. Using the notation of Section 7, 
which has the same form as Z where 
which is of the form (5.3) where 
n+1 
1 
a+, = --- . 
r+ 1 
The result follows from Theorem 10. 
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